Here’s a summary of what we will be learning this term………
English: This term we will be reading and writing traditional tales, learning about the language used
and the structure. We will be writing character descriptions as well as our own ‘Giant’ story. We will
also be reading and writing explanations, linked to our work about plants. Regular guided reading
sessions, will continue, reading a range of texts across the genres as well as completing related
activities that will encourage the children to continue to develop a love of books and be motivated to
read.

Maths: This term we will continue to learn about number and the number system, consolidating our
knowledge of number facts using both multiplication and division. We will be representing our number
sentences, practically, in pictures and in the written form. We will be solving number problems,
practically using the skills we have learnt. We will be practising answering questions in preparation for
our SATS.

R.E: This term we will be focusing on learning about special books. We will be considering a range of
different faiths as well as Christianity.

Science: We will be learning about plants, observing what plants need to grow, considering their life
cycles as well as learning about the plants in our school environment. The children will continue to learn
about the seasons and related weather. Recording daily weather and learning particularly about Spring.

Geography: The children will be learning about different weather patterns and how they are linked to
different seasons. We will also be identifying hot and cold countries on the world and the different
weather conditions they have.

Computing: The children will understand how to take and edit a photograph.
Music: This term we will be working with the children from Class 3. We will explore how different
instruments are classified and learn how symbols can be represented as sounds.

P.E: We will be having P.E lessons on Monday and Wednesdays and will continue to swim on Fridays.
This term we will be practising gymnastic skills and taking part in games lessons that will focus on ball
skills.

Art: This term the children will be working with Miss White and Class 3. They will be using digital
images to create their own artwork.

D.T: We will use a computer design package to design and make a castle; we may even create our
designs using construction kits.

Homework: The children will be having weekly Spelling and Maths homework. Brain builder’s homework
will be given twice a term.

